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Abstract

Academic libraries are increasingly engaging in data curation by providing infrastructure and services to support the management of research data on their campus. Efforts to develop these resources can benefit from a greater understanding of the social factors that affect how researchers manage their data during and after their research projects. In particular, the age or amount of experience of researchers is often thought to be an important factor influencing their viewpoints on research data sharing and preservation. In this study, we categorized faculty members who responded to our campus-wide survey on research data management into four ranks—professor, associate professor, assistant professor, and non-tenure track—and analyzed differences in their patterns of survey responses. We found statistically significant differences among faculty ranks in familiarity with funding agency requirements for data management plans, reasons that might prevent data sharing, and interest in potential research data services. These findings reveal key distinctions among different ranks of faculty members in their outlook toward research data management, which can help guide academic librarians and data curation professionals to develop research data services that are tailored to the unique needs of specific populations of researchers.
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Introduction

Academic libraries are increasingly providing support for the management and dissemination of research data by offering infrastructure (e.g., institutional repositories), services (e.g., consultation on data management plans), and education (e.g., best practices in data management) to campus researchers (ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee, 2012; Fearon, et al., 2013; Heidorn, 2011; Monastersky, 2013). To build research data management support systems that are both effective and desirable by researchers, academic librarians and other information professionals have conducted surveys and interviews with researchers to further understand how they manage data throughout the research lifecycle and their opinions on issues such as data sharing (e.g., Bardyn, 2012; Jahnke & Asher, 2012; Scaramozzino et al., 2012; Wells Parham et al. 2010; Westra, 2010; Witt et al., 2009). These investigations indicate that researchers exhibit a myriad of approaches to managing their data depending on their discipline, research topic and methodology, source of funding, data privacy concerns, and collaborative networks.

The age or amount of experience of researchers is another factor that may influence data management actions and attitudes. Within conversations among information professionals, two assumptions are often made: (1) younger researchers have been raised in a culture of greater openness of information and therefore are more willing to share their data, and (2) researchers nearing retirement are concerned about their research legacy and therefore are more eager to preserve their data. These assumptions, however, are primarily based on anecdotal evidence or small numbers of researcher interviews (e.g., Office of Policy and Analysis, 2011). Moreover, the few formal investigations on this topic have yielded contradictory results. For instance, Kuipers & van der Hoeven (2009)
found that less experienced researchers (< 10 years of experience) were more willing to deposit their data into a disciplinary repository than more experienced researchers (> 20 years of experience). Likewise, Piwowar (2011) found evidence suggesting that younger researchers are more likely to share their data than older researchers. By contrast, Tenopir et al. (2011) found that younger scientists (< 50 years of age) were less likely to make their data available to others without restrictions than older scientists (> 50 years of age), and Andreoli-Versbach & Mueller-Langer (2013) found that junior-ranking economy professors were less likely to share their data than full economy professors. Therefore, the nature of the relationship between researcher age/experience and tendency to preserve or share their research data remains in question.

To further explore how the age or amount of experience of researchers is related to their views on managing data throughout the research lifecycle, we took faculty rank into account when analyzing the results of our campus-wide survey of researchers’ practices and perspectives on research data management. Specifically, we categorized faculty member respondents into four different ranks—professor, associate professor, assistant professor, and non-tenure track—and searched for differences in their patterns of survey responses.

Methods
In the fall of 2012, Emory University Libraries, in cooperation with the Office of Institutional Research, Planning, and Effectiveness, administered an online, 13-question survey on research data management practices and perspectives using Qualtrics software. A link to the survey was sent via email to all Emory University employees with faculty status according to Human Resource records (N = 5,590). The survey was open for 4 weeks, and three email reminders were sent at 1-week intervals. The survey was initiated by 456 faculty members (~8% response rate).

Our analysis focused on respondents who answered ‘yes’ to an initial question of whether they conducted research that generated some type of data (e.g., spreadsheets, text, images, videos, audio files, instrument files, photographs, physical samples/specimens, etc.; n = 330). Due to difficulties in equating rank among tenure, clinical, and research tracks, faculty members with clinical or research track designations were not included in the analysis. The remaining faculty members (n = 210) were divided into four groups based on Human Resource records: professor (professor, professor emeritus, or dean), associate professor, assistant professor, or non-tenure track—and searched for differences in their patterns of survey responses.

Differences in survey responses among the four ranks of faculty members were evaluated using chi-square ($\chi^2$) tests. Statistical significance was set at $p < 0.05$. Data are shown only for survey responses for which there were statistically significant differences among ranks. Complete survey results, including differences among arts & humanities, social science, basic science, and medical science domains, were previously reported (Akers & Doty, in press).

Results

Data Management Planning
We found no significant variations among different ranks of faculty members in the amount of research data they were storing or their methods for data storage and back-up (e.g., computer hard drive, external hard drive, instrument hard drive, university server, internet-based storage, lab notebooks, discs/tapes).

Data Sharing
Faculty rank did not predict faculty members’ willingness to share their research data with other people (e.g., researchers working on project, researchers outside of project, funders, instructors, general public) or their method of sharing research data (e.g., email upon request, supplementary material linked to journal article, data repository, university or personal website).
However, different ranks of faculty members expressed different opinions on why they might not share their data. Specifically, full and associate professors were more likely than assistant professors and non-tenure track faculty members to state that it takes too much time or effort to share their research data ($\chi^2 (3, n = 199) = 10.1, p = 0.018$; Figure 2). This finding may reflect that senior-ranking faculty members may simply feel they are too busy to organize, document, and compile their data into shareable data packages that can be understood and used by others. Alternately, junior-ranking faculty members may feel that sharing their data with others is an expected part of the research process and thus may not perceive preparation for data sharing as an imposition on their time.

There were no differences among faculty ranks in other reasons that might prevent data sharing, including having data that contain private or patentable information, having data that require restricted access, fear of not getting credit for their data, fear of possible misinterpretation or misuse of their data, or belief that their data are of little use to others. Different ranks of faculty were also equally likely to deposit their data in data repositories or express familiarity with data documentation and metadata.

**Interest in Data Services**

In the final survey question, we offered a list of ten potential research data services and asked faculty to select which services they would use if available. The service garnering the most interest was faculty workshops on general data management. This service was desired by non-tenure track faculty members more than by assistant, associate, or full professors ($\chi^2 (3, n = 191) = 11.6, p = 0.009$; Figure 3).

There were no rank-related differences in interest for the other potential services, including assistance preparing data management plans, consultation on data confidentiality and/or legal issues, personalized consultation on research data management for specific researchers or research groups, an institutional repository for research data, assistance with data documentation or metadata creation, research data management workshops for trainees (i.e., graduate students or postdocs), digitization of physical research materials, assistance identifying appropriate disciplinary data repositories, or methods for data citation.

**Discussion**

It is often assumed that younger researchers are more supportive of open data and therefore more likely to share their research data with others via websites or data repositories/archives (e.g., Johnson, 2008; Lin, 2013; Boulton, 2013). However, empirical studies have not consistently provided support for this assumption. Although evidence from Kuipers & van der Hoeven (2009) and Piwowar (2011) suggests that younger researchers are indeed more willing to share or archive their data than older researchers, our survey failed to find differences among ranks of faculty members in their willingness to share research data or their preferred method of data sharing. Moreover, Tenopir et al. (2011) and Andreoli-Versbach & Mueller-Langer (2013) found that younger researchers were less likely to share their data than older researchers. Therefore, younger age or less research experience may not always be a predictor of data sharing.

Rather than a simple correlation between researcher age and willingness to share data, findings by Tenopir et al. (2011) suggest that the situation is more complex. Their survey revealed that younger scientists were less likely than older scientists to place their data in a central repository without restrictions. However, younger scientists were slightly more likely than older scientists to make their data available if they could place conditions on data.
re-use, such as requiring legal permission for re-use of their data or the receipt of a complete list of products that make use of their data. Andreoli-Versbach & Mueller-Langer (2013) speculate that young researchers might be hesitant to openly share their data because this could enable other researchers to use their data before they can be fully exploited for additional publications. In other words, young faculty members who have not yet secured tenure may act more competitively than their tenured counterparts, choosing to withhold their research data or impose restrictions on data re-use. As we found no rank-related differences in faculty members’ tendency to state that they might not share their data due to fear of not getting credit, our results do not directly support this possibility. Nevertheless, junior-ranking faculty members may be the ideal target population for outreach on ways of turning datasets into citeable outputs of scholarly research to increase personal research impact, including assigning digital object identifiers (DOIs) to datasets, depositing data into disciplinary or institutional repositories, or publishing data papers. Younger researchers might also be particularly receptive to evidence indicating that openly sharing research data increases the citation rate of associated journal articles (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003; Dorch, 2012; Henneken & Accomazzi, 2011; Ioannidis et al., 2009; Piwowar et al., 2007; Piwowar & Vision, 2013; Sears, 2011).

Our survey did not contain questions about data re-use, but previous studies indicate that the age of researchers may be an important indicator of their likelihood to re-use or re-purpose other people’s data. Kuipers & van der Hoeven (2009) found that less experienced researchers are more eager to re-use data from other disciplines than more experienced researchers. Similarly, Tenopir et al., (2011) found that younger scientists are more likely to consider lack of access to data as a barrier to scientific progress that has restricted their ability to answer research questions. These findings underscore our suggestion that junior-ranking faculty members, in particular, could benefit from learning about ways to publically disseminate and thereby open their research data for re-use. Also, younger researchers may be more interested in receiving assistance with discovering and accessing pre-existing datasets.

Although we observed no differences among faculty ranks in willingness to share data, we found that senior-ranking faculty members were more likely to state that they might not share their research data due to the amount of time and effort involved. Indeed, Tenopir et al. (2011) found that insufficient time was the top reason that scientists did not make their data available to others, and others have also recognized this potential barrier to data sharing (Crigan, 2010; Peters & Riley-Dryden, 2011; Williams, 2013). However, Vickers (2006) makes the case that a fundamental responsibility of data producers is to create clean, accurate, and well-annotated datasets, after which it should take little time to delete extraneous variables, remove personal identifiers, convert files into accessible formats, and briefly describe the dataset contents. Therefore, objections to data sharing on the premise that it takes too much time suggests that researchers do not always develop clean and well-annotated datasets (Savage & Vickers, 2009). We speculate that this is because researchers often have no clear incentive to do so, instead, they may be motivated only to develop datasets that are sufficient to support their own analyses for a particular project and not to invest time to make their datasets understandable to other researchers or to themselves at future dates. Therefore, our results suggest that senior-ranking faculty members, in particular, may benefit from increased university investment in the management and dissemination of research data, including the creation of electronic research data management systems that could automatically organize data, generate metadata and documentation files, and push data packages into open repositories after project completion.

Finally, we found that non-tenure track faculty members were least familiar with funding agency requirements for data management plans but most interested in taking advantage of faculty workshops on general data management practices. At our university, faculty members are hired onto one of three different tracks: tenure track, research track, or clinical track. Due to difficulties in equating rank status across tracks, however, we removed research and clinical track faculty respondents from our analysis, meaning that the professional focus of the remaining non-tenure track faculty members was more likely to be teaching than other types of scholarly activities such as research. Therefore, their unfamiliarity with data management plans may be a result of their lack of dependence on external funding for research projects. Nevertheless, these faculty members also answered ‘yes’ to a question of whether they performed research that generated some type of data, indicating that they were indeed engaged in research to at least some extent. As such, our finding that non-tenure track faculty members expressed the highest desire for learning about “best practices” in research data management is very interesting and suggests that this faculty contingent, which is continuing to increase in size across academia (Curtis & Thornton, 2013), may be an overlooked population of researchers that might welcome greater outreach from academic librarians and other data curation professionals.
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